Cytogenetic instability of chromosomal nucleolar organizer regions (NORs) in cloned mouse L929 fibroblasts.
Ribosomal DNA (rDNA) gene codes for 18S, 5.8S, and 28S rRNA form tandem repetitive clusters, which occupy distinct chromosomal loci called nucleolar organizer regions (NORs). The number and position of NORs on chromosomes are genetic characteristics of the species although within a cell, the NOR sizes can significantly vary due to loss or multiplication of rDNA copies. In the current study, we used mouse L929 fibroblasts, the aneuploid cells which differ in the FISH- and Ag-NOR numbers, to examine whether the parental NOR variability is inherited in clones. By statistical analysis, we showed that the cloned fibroblasts were able to restore the NOR numerical characteristics of the parental cells after long-term culturing. These results support the idea that mammalian cells may have mechanisms which control the number and activity of NORs at the population level. In L929 fibroblasts, we also regularly observed laterally asymmetry of FISH-NORs that evidenced in an unequal distribution of the mother rDNA copies between the daughter cells in mitosis.